I AM A SIGNED UP

EARTH
PROTECTOR

....part of a growing international movement of Earth Protectors coming together to protect the future of life on earth.

We believe ECOCIDE – mass damage and destruction of ecosystems - should be recognised as an atrocity crime at the International Criminal Court.

By joining this movement, I am helping to fund the legal and practical support required, while creating visibility and momentum for this crucial amendment to international law.

I joined on:

Date: ____________________________

September 16, 2021

Name: ____________________________

Santacitta Bhikkhuni

NB for frontline environmental activists, signing up provides proof of taking peaceful action as a conscientious protector not a criminal. i.e. to prevent harm not to cause it.

STOP
ECOCIDE

www.stopECOCIDE.earth

@EcocideLaw and #ecocide